Jackson & Coker Selected as a "Best Staffing Firm to Work For" by Staffing
Industry Analysts
Associates ranked the physician staffing firm tops in employee satisfaction
Atlanta (PRWEB) March 03, 2016 -- Jackson & Coker, one of the nation’s largest and most well-known
physician staffing firms, has been named a “Best Staffing Firm to Work For” by Staffing Industry Analysts.
“Being recognized as a ‘Best Staffing Firm to Work For’ is a credit to Jackson & Coker’s associates who
inspire me every day,” said Sandy Garrett, president of Jackson & Coker. “I am honored to work alongside
individuals who exemplify values in which I believe. They make this an amazing place to work.”
Jackson & Coker’s culture is built on five core values: strive for excellence, do the right thing, maximize
potential, esteem the team, and put others first.
“Our associates are passionate about making a difference. They inspire others and help communities ensure
patients have access to the highest quality care,” said Garrett.
Of utmost importance to Jackson & Coker is a culture in which associates can thrive. The company invests in
wellness initiatives including an onsite gym and free onsite health clinic. Associates take part in team-based
projects, and team camaraderie extends beyond work, with associates voluntarily participating in leisure sports
and volunteer activities together. In addition, Jackson & Coker offers personal and professional training free for
associates.
Staffing Industry Analysts rated staffing firms based on an associate survey administered in conjunction with
Quantum Workplace. The survey looked at associate teamwork, trust in senior leaders, feeling valued, manager
effectiveness, compensation and benefits.
About Jackson & Coker
Jackson & Coker is among the largest and most well-recognized physician staffing firms in the United States,
bringing together permanent and temporary (locum tenens) physician placement under one entity. The firm is
dedicated to uniting top physicians with the hospitals and medical facilities that need them, ensuring patients
have access to life-saving healthcare in their own communities.
Since the late 1970s, Jackson & Coker has placed thousands of physicians with clients ranging from rural
clinics to the United States’ largest healthcare systems. The firm is headquartered in Atlanta with offices in
Dallas and Denver. At Jackson & Coker, “We focus on the patient’s true hero – you – physicians and facilities.”
For more information, visit JacksonCoker.com.
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Contact Information
M.C. Rhodes
Jackson & Coker
http://www.JacksonCoker.com
+1 (800) 272-2707
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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